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Introduction
The Gaussianresolution procedure of Faye (1975)
leadingto the conclusionthat the spectralchangesin
a shock-loadedrhodonite are the result of a broadening or intensification of the ultraviolet chargetransfer absorption and that the 540 nm band is
present with comparable intensity in both pre- and
post-shock samples is not physically meaningful
becauseit has ignored the dominant processwhich
gives rise to the rising baseline"absorption" throughout the near-infrared and visible spectral regions.
That process is wavelength-dependent scattering.
Scattering
After recovery from the shock apparatus, the intensely shocked samples were impregnated with
metal particles and organic matter and pervasively
fractured. Before optical spectroscopicexamination,
the surfacesof the specimenwere ground away to
remove much of the imbedded metal leaving a highly
fractured slab which was strikingly less intensely
colored than rhodonite specimens of comparable
thicknessafter only mild shock.The extentof fracturing was so great that lessthan 4 percentof of the incident light was transmittedthrough the specimen.The
pervasivefracturing of the sampleis important to reemphasizebecauseit gives rise to extensivescattering
of light by the sample during the spectroscopicexperlment.
The spectrum of rhodonite shock-loaded to 496
kbar has been redetermined(Fig. l). The spectrum
was obtained on the samespecimenreported in Gibbons, Ahrens, and Rossman (1914). It representsa
smaller portion of the specimenwhich was masked
off to isolate the clearest region free of extraneous
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matter. The spectral features are similar to the
rhodonite spectrum previously reported, although
the quality of the spectrumis noticeablyimproved in
the near infrared region. The 540 nm band appearsto
be greatly reduced in intensity compared to the
spectra of pre-shock samplespreviously reported.
Several scattering curves were determined by obtaining the absorption spectraof abraded and sandblasted fused silica and glassplatesrun againstclear
plates and of pressedKBr pellets of various degrees
of clarity run againstair. Scatteringby thesetranslucent materialsis strongly wavelengthdependentand
varies with the size distribution of the scattering
centers.A typical scatteringcurve is shown in Figure
I below the rhodonite spectrum.It was chosenas one
which provided a reasonablematch to the baselinein
the low energy region. Although it is impossibleto
determine the exact scattering baselineof any particular sample, it is felt that the scatteringcurve in
Figure I correctly illustrates that for badly fractured
samples scattering is a major contributor to the
baselinenonlinearity. The contribution of scattering
can be as important as that of charge transfertails in
the visible and the most important factor in the nearinfrared.
When the contribution of scatteringis considered
in addition to the contribution from the ultra-violet
tail, it is evident from figure I that little intensity remains in the 540 nm'region and that a Gaussian
analysis which does not consider scattering overestimates the contribution of the 540 nm feature.
Direct comparison of the pre-and post-shockspectra
is not possiblebecausethe two rhodonite sampleswill
differ greatly in their scattering properties.
Fe'z+AbsorPtion
From our own studies and the data presentedby
F a y e ( 1 9 7 5 )a n d M a r s h a l l a n d R u n c i m a n ( 1 9 7 5 )i t i s
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spectraof post-shocksamplesobtained at ambient
pressureunlessa hysteresiseffect occurs.In postshock crystallinesamplesthere was insignificantto
RHODONITE
no changein the measuredinterplanarspacingsdl,eg
comparedto unshocked
samples,
althoughwith samples subjectedto higher pressuresthere was loss of
back-reflection
X-ray lines.The lack of changein d7,e1
implies lack of significanthysteresisand changein
q)
the M-O bond length.Changesin the ultravioletabc
sorptionby permanentphysicalor chemicalchanges
o
broughtabout by shockloading,of course,are poso
o
sible.
a
Marshalland Runciman(1975)assigned
o
a bandat
18500cm-1 (540nm) in the spectrumof a high-iron
rhodonitelo theoArr-aZr,transitionof Mn,+. At 18
K in theB-spectrum,
this bandhad an absorbance
of
2.O
-0.37/mm. However,in the spectrumof a nearly
gem-quality,low-iron, light pink rhodonite from
Franklin, New Jersey,we observedan absorption
bandat 522nm in theB-spectrum
whichwe assignto
t.6
"Are-oTrstransition.This bandcanbe seenin Figure
3 of Faye(1975).It would be expectedthat for the
low-iron rhodonitesampleusedin the shock-recovery
500
lo00
t500
2000
250C,studies,the6Arr-4Tr transitionof Mn2+would also
occur at 522 nm. In the rhodonite used for shock
W o v e l e n g f h( n m )
studies,an absorptionbandinsteadoccursat 540nm
frc. l. Optical absorption spectrum of a rhodonite sample
with a greaterintensity(- 1.9/mm)in an unpolarized
0.31 mm thick recovered from a 496 kbar shock (solid line). The
spectrum.Thesedifferences
dotted line is the scattering curve of abraded glass plates which il_
and the changewhich oclustrates the wavelength dependenceof scattering.
cursduring the shockeventsuggestthat the 540 nm
band has an origin differentfrom the 522nm band.
3.2

evident that the absorption intensity in the 1540 nm
region in the spectraof the high iron samplesmust be
attributed to Fe2+, as both Faye and Marshall and
Runciman concluded. We note that, from the 2200
nm band which we had originally attributed to the
"other" Fe2+ band and the 1020 nm band in the
rhodonite spectrum (7040 cm-l), a value for the
average Fe-O bond distance of 2.27-2.28 A is obtained by extrapolatingfrom Figure 3 ofFaye (1972).
This value also compa-resfavorably with the average
bond distanceof 2.25A for the M(t)-M(4)polyhedia
in rhodonite (Peacor and Niizeki, 1963).
Discussion
The referenceto possible apparent broadening of
the uv charge-transfer band edge under pressure
would not be pertinent to the discussion of the
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